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BLUE/Gray came and went. We survived it, and are staring at lots of new Bock goodies 
because of it. How many went up a shirt size for this year’s MB shirt? 
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High Point Declares Maibock Season 

Ramstein Maibock is in season. This beer has a 99 rating from Ratebeer 
and an A- from Beer Advocate. Ramstein Maibock is available on draft in 
New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. Growler fills are available at the 
brewery. 

 

Krogh's Celebrating Spring with Maibock 

Krogh's Restaurant and Brew Pub, 23 White Deer Plaza in Sparta, will be 
celebrating spring with a Maibock in April. Call 973-729-8428 for directions 
or reservations. 

Greetings Merry Bocksters! The above headlines are how a couple of NJ 
breweries kicked off the spring Bock season! Both of these brews were only 
on tap and I was lucky enough to sample the Ramstein Maibock at one of 
my local watering holes. Hopefully while on a golfing excursion up north 
Jersey to Mark Oleske’s he’ll buy me a maibock at Krogh’s! I hope you’re all 
keeping your Bock list this spring. I made mention that we would be 
creating an area on the Merry Bockster website to list (and comment on) 
all the Bock beers consumed by our chapter this spring. Well due to a 
seemingly endless wave of work and an extended cruise/beach vacation in 
the Caribbean, it’s been difficult for me to get with our Webmaster Paula to 
launch an area on the Member’s Only side of the website. However, expect 
to see something in the short future. Lets all partake in the listing and see 
how many we can log!  
 
It’s been 2 months since Blue/Gray and I still can’t get the Bock tasting 
out of my head! As a matter of fact, I haven’t changed the calendar in my 
beer room yet from February! I’m sure somewhere in the newsletter 
copious notes describing the tasting and a listing of the bocks sampled can 
be reviewed. I haven’t missed a B/G Bock tasting since it was started but I 

http://www.kroghs.com/�


think this was the best one yet! What made this an exceptional tasting 
were the 2 brews brought by a couple of venerable brewer members of our 
group.  Jason Oliver, master brewer from Devil’s Backbone created a 
Kollaborator Dopple Bock which was collaboration with a couple of other 
brewers to make this tasty whisky oak aged bock. And if my memory 
serves me right, Kevin Brown of the Pub in Fredricksburg created a 
Gunther-Brau Bockbier. Like I mentioned, both were very tasty brews to go 
with the other 27 bocks we sampled. Can’t wait for next year!! 
 
As everyone is aware, the great Stimulus Raffle #2 was a huge success! 
Pictures of the winners of the A-1 Bock and Frankenmuth Nut Brown Bock 
were not available yet but should appear on the web site in the near 
future. Because of conflicts with our schedules, I should be presenting 
David McCaslin the A-1 Bock at an upcoming show. Murray Srock should 
also be receiving the Frankenmuth soon also.  
 
Recently, a Valley Forge Bock factory scene can (BCCA143-6) showed up at 
one of the Garden State shows. Now this guy thought he was pretty shifty 
and was asking for advice on the can, value and if anyone was interested in 
it. Turned out he had already spoke with a few collectors on the internet 
and was fishing for bigger dollars. After a few collectors made a fair offer, 
he snubbed them and was looking between $5-6000 for the can. I must 
say, I did hold it and it was indeed in great shape. (A wall find during 
construction!). This can just came off auction on e-bay this week and 
apparently there were 3 bidders with the winning bid $2625. I don’t know 
who won it, but I do know this is just over what was originally offered for 
the can. Moral of the story: We have an unhappy one off gouger and a 
happy owner of a very nice bock can!  
 
Last but not least, plans are in the making for another super raffle for next 
year!  
 
Until the next Bock Beer is consumed, stay safe, healthy and enjoy 
collecting……..Especially Bock Stuff! 
 
  Cheers! 
 

  JOE 
#24997 

 
PS – the new chapter t-shirt is  
un-bock-lieveable! Get one soon! 



 
The Blue/Gray was a really big success for the Merry Bockster Chapter. We had 

great representation of our Bockster chapter members, another successful bock beer tasting 
event and a very successful Super Raffle # 2. All 600 tickets for Super Raffle # 2 were sold and 
more people wanted to get in on the raffle, but were too late to do so. Please try again next year. 
Chances are that we will have a Super Raffle # 3 starting at CANvention with the winning tickets 
being drawn at the Blue/Gray. More details to follow. 

In addition to the three great bock cans given away 
at Super Raffle # 2, there was a consolation prize given 
away to one lucky Merry Bockster winner. All chapter 
members who bought tickets were given an opportunity to 
win. This was a raffle for all Bocksters who bought raffle 
tickets, and every member got one chance in the pot for 
every ticket that they bought. In all, our Bockster chapter 
members bought 245 tickets out of the 600 available. That's 
over 40% of the total tickets. A really great showing. 

Our consolation winner was Chet Bartlett, of the 
Reisch Chapter, who bought the 56th ticket sold to a 
Bockster. His winning prize was a grade one Regal Bock 
flattop. Congratulations Chet!!  

For those chapter members who attended the 
Blue/Gray this year, you know that the weather was unique. 
The best quote about the conditions was said by our very 
own Joe Pac, when he called home and told his wife Rita 
that, "it's snowing outside and raining inside". The amount of 
snow on the roof of the Ramada Inn was heavy enough to 
have a few of the maintenance guys try and shovel the snow 
off of the roof. The snow that stayed on the roof caused the 
early Spring rains to fall extensively in many areas of the 
main building when the snow melted from the heat within the 
hotel. As long as you were able to keep the rain off of your 
cans (and your pizza and beer) the problem seemed minor. 
What was a great constant was the amount and variety of 
the craft beer which was provided. It was unending and appreciated as always. Thanks Raynor.  

Being that I am a relative new comer to the Blue/Gray (this was only my second year, but 
two in a row) I thoroughly enjoyed it. Past years always had a conflict of some sort, but my wife 
and I were able to attend last year and this. No - we didn't stay at Spring rains Ramada Inn, we 
stayed at a bed and breakfast in town or else another conflict would have arisen barring my 
attendance.  

We did have time to have some great craft beer and a really good dinner at the Capital 
Ale House in town. We left with a copy of the beer menu that ran on for about 20 pages.  
For those of you who are not aware, there really is a town of Fredericksburg, Va.  Reminds me of 
the early days when I went to the auto races at Watkins Glen, New York. It was about the fourth 
year attending that I realized there was actually an auto race. It might just have had something to 
do with too many adult beverages, no doubt. 

Now that the Spring is finally here, go out and try some of that great Bock Beer that 
should be available at your local beverage store. Save some and bring it to our CANvention 
chapter meeting in King of Prussia, Pa. Looking forward to it. 
Cheers, 
Joe R       BCCA #6898 
 



  

 SORRY THIS ISSUE IS SO LATE, but I’ve been waiting on some photos of our 
Super Raffle #2 can winners, which never have shown up. But rest assured, they all got 
their cans, and they are very happy campers!  The Blue/Gray show, as I’m sure you’ve all 
heard by now, was set back a bit by the weather, and the hotel roof wasn’t ready for it 
either, but we all made the best of it, and 4 full days of micro swiggin’ and beer stuff 
swapping wore my behind out! The stuff to be had was 
it’s usual Blue/Gray quality, with many high grade cans 
and breweriana pieces available. Your Humble Editor 
scored a white Hulls Bock at the show (thank you Jeff 
Lebo, aka Jefferson Pepper!), which filled a huge hole in 
the collection without excavating an equally large one in  
my wallet!  If you weren’t there, you missed a good one, 
and a lot of Bockin’ activities as well. We unveiled the 
new T shirt design (which you can purchase if you didn’t 
get one), held the 3rd annual Bock Tasting (30 beers this 
year, whew!), and drew the winners for the Raffle. As 
usual, there was a little bit of everything. 

WELL, ALMOST EVERYTHING. The one 
fixture of the show that wasn’t there, and was sorely 
missed, was Merry Bockster #30, Dave Van Hine. Dave 
lost his battle with cancer shortly before the show. Dave 
was also BCCA#1902, which tells you how long he has 
been a force for good in our hobby. I’ll miss eating 
breakfast with him, and listening to him banter with the 
waitresses. Never mind his $2 bills. Dave was always the 
first one to email his review of the GOATZETTE, and thankfully we passed the audition 
more times than not. RIP, Dave. The hobby is the lesser for your passing. 
                                                                                                                                                                       

Mad as a wet goat? Naw, they don’t care about the weather! 



  
 
HERE’S YOUR PRESIDENTE, JOE GERMINO, admiring the virtues of another 
Bock Beer during the 3rd Annual Merry Bocksters Bock Beer Tasting. The Tasting 
was held  Thursday evening, and was quite the event, with 30 different Bock 
beers featured. A full accounting of the brands tasted includes the following: 
Wooden Shoe Bock Beer                                                   Sierra Nevada Glissade  
Golden Bock Victory                                                           Moonglow Weizen Bock                                              
Anchor Bock Beer                                                               Yuengling Bock Beer 
Gordon Biersch Winter Bock                                              Goenner & Co. Bock Beer (1939) 
Weihenstephan Korbinian                                                  Burgerbrau Hersbrucker Bock 
Gunther-Brau Bockbier                                                      Neuweiler’s Bock Beer (early 50s) 
Devil’s Backbone Kollaborator Dopple Bock                      Climax Hoffmann Dopple Bock 
Troegs Troegenator Doublebock Beer                               Pabst Bock (can from early 80s) 
Widmer Brothers Reserve Cherry Oak Dopplebock          Samuel Adams Chocolate Bock 
Gordon Biersch Blonde Bock                                             J. W. Dundee’s Pale Bock 
Shiner Bock                                                                        Moerlein Emancipator Dopple Bock 
Starr Hill the Gift Winter Bock Lager                                  Stegmaier Bock Beer (early 50s) 
Stoudt’s Blonde Double Mai Bock                                      Mendocino Bock Beer 
(Genesee) Tejas Bock                                                        Narragansett Bock Beer 

Victory Moonglow Weizen Bock 
Fisherman’s Brew Navigator Winter Reserve Double Bock 

As usual, the “antique Bocks” were a favorite feature of the tasting, and 
they ranged from the surprisingly good to the rancid. The Stegmeier was quite 
tasty, with vanilla flavors, and the Neuweiler’s Bock was passable, but the 
Goenner’s was absolutely undrinkable, and the Pabst (the newest of the old, 
from the 80’s) had a terrible metallic taste to it. The Widmer Bro’s Cherry Oak 
Dopplebock (thank you Tim Cognata) was a different, but enjoyable taste 
sensation.  We were  fortunate to have this many Bocks to taste, and we have to 
thank all those unnamed Bocksters and beer fans who contributed to the tasting.  



THERE WERE ABOUT 20 Bocksters at the tasting, and everyone seemed 
to have the 
usual good 
time, with 
much 
jockeying 
for position, 
the name of 
the beer, 
the bottle 
caps, or 
Robin 
Carlson’s 
seat. Well, 3 
out of 4 ain’t 
too bad, but 
King 
Carlson’s 
fanny was 
planted for 
the event! 

AS USUAL, we had a distinguished guest contingent at the tasting, 
including micro brewers Lyle Brown and Justin Oliver, and such BCCA luminaries 
as #9, John Ahrens, Beer Dave Gauspohl, Beer Drinker of The Year Jack 
McDougall, and Bocksters galore! 

Here you see the assembled masses waiting for another slurp of Bock 
goodness. Brewer Lyle Brown, Bockster Dave Lang, and President  Joe Germino 
served as the Masters of Ceremonies for the event. 



It wasn’t 
all sweetness 
and light. This is 
Your Humble 
Editor’s glass 
after being 
served a slurp of 
the Goenner & 
Co. Bock Beer. 
It did not age 
well! 

 
 
 

...BECAUSE BLUE GRAY MEANS RAFFLE WINNERS! And we had 
them! We had three of them, as a matter of fact! Only one winner was actually at 
the show, but everyone got their cans, and they were ecstatic to have won. The 
winners were: 

Dave McCaslin, BCCA #793, won First Prize of an A-1 Bock 
Dave Larrozolo, BCCA #31724, second Prize, a Krueger Bock 
Murray Srock, BCCA #9678, Third Prize, a Frankenmuth Bock  
In the photo above, you see our Prsident Joe reading off Murray Srock’s 

name as VP Joe hold his Frankenmuth Bock can. You’ll also note the SOLD 



OUT sign on the trophy case where the prize cans were on display during the 
show. We sold out on Friday, and I heard there were a few tickets that changed 
hands at scalper prices that evening, before Saturday’s drawing.  It was 
interesting that the winners all bought tickets a different way. Murray bought his 
at Canvention, Dave McCaslin bought his through the website, and Dave 
Larrozolo bought his by sending in a check for his tickets. 

 
  
Here you 

see our 
OFFICIAL 
TICKET 
PULLER, Debby 
Lorenz, turning 
the handle to stir 
them up well 
before the 
drawing. Many 
thanks to Deb for 
adding a 
measure of 
integrity to the 
drawing, given 
that the NJ 
branch of the 
Mafia was in 
charge! 

 
   HERE’S JOE holding the 

winning ticket and the First Place 
Prize, a spanking clean A-1 Bock 
can, which went to Dave McCaslin.  

 
The Merry Bocksters want to 

thank fellow Bockster Dan Morean 
of Breweriana.com for his support 
of this raffle. Dan supplied the cans 
and much behind the scenes 
support, which made this all 
possible. The Bocksters have now 
made 4 different collectors very 
happy, with 4 killer Bock cans, and 
rewrote the book on Chapter 
Raffles. 

 



 
 
 

 
STARTING WITH THIS ISSUE, we’re going to be seeing two page spreads of Bockster 
true beauty – our member’s Bock collections. This requires two things. One, Bocksters to 
send in two photos of their Bock treasures, and Two, the photos must be as large and high 
resolution as possible.  You can do it! I look forward to the flood of photos that will be 
coming in to Your Humble Editor. I will select the best of the best, and you’ll see them 
here! 
OUR FIRST EXPOSE` is from Bockster Steve Gordon. Steve has been quietly amassing 
one of the best Bock beercan collections in the hobby, as you’ll see when you turn the 
page. Here are 126 of the best Bock flattop cans you’ll ever want to see in one setting. 
There’s more than a few in there that would look REAL good in my collection! You’ve 
done a bangup job, Steve! Thanks for sharing! 
A FEW HIGHLIGHTS of Steve’s collection include the beautiful, on grade F & S Bock, 
the amazing non-IRTP dancing goat Gunther’s Bock, a spanking yellow Hornung’s 
Bock, and as pretty a big red Krueger Bock as you’ll ever see anywhere. Never mind the 
one of one Old Bohemian Bock mistake can, which has only been pictured before now in 
the Beer Cans Unlimited book. I love that can! Then, check out the Neuweiler’s Bock! 
Holy cow! That’s got to be one of the two or three best examples out there. Likewise, the 
Fox Deluxe Bock hunter can from Chicago. That’s a tough can to find, much less in on 
grade condition. And the Fitzgerald Bock looks to be one of the very few examples 
without significant fading.  
THEN THERE’S THE SENATES. Steve loves cans from the Heurich brewery, and his is 
one of I believe only two collections in the country to have all 4 Senate Bock variations 
in it. That’s right, 4! From left to right, the brown 75th anniversary edition, the green 2 
patents, other pending version, the 3 patents version, and then the toughest of the 4, the 
non-IRTP version. I only know of 4 examples of that non-IRTP can. Nice job, Steve! 
ANOTHER SLEEPER that you never see is the IRTP version of the Rheingold Genuine 
Bock beer can. That’s it right there, tucked beside the Rheingold Pale Bock. I believe 
there are only 3 known examples of this can. Steve made me aware of this variation after 
he found it in the totes of a well known big time dealer who didn’t know what he had. I 
don’t think that Steve knew of this variant either, until he saw it at a recent CANvention. 
It was a good snag, Steve, made all the better because you grabbed it on a Friday, if I 
remember correctly, after multitudes of collectors had been through that dealer’s room 
(including me, I must confess!) and totally overlooked it. Come to think of it, the 
Rheingold Pale Bock is very clean, too! They are around, but they aren’t common, and 
they aren’t cheap! 
THEN THERE’S THE CANS I’M STILL SCRATCHING my head about. Steve, we 
have to talk! Three yellow Hulls? I know about the National Can and the CC& S 
variations, but what’s the third one? Same goes for the two white Knickerbocker Bocks. 
Am I seeing bright vs. dull gold trim? What’s the deal? And then there’s the two 
Ballentine Bock cans, the last flat, with the curly horned goat. Is that only a significant 
color difference, or is there more? Lastly, the two Frankenmuth Bocks. Steve, you’ve got 
to spill the beans! If there’s Bock cans we should be looking for, we need to know! 
ENJOY THE SHOW! 



 



 



Bock In the  
By Steve Armstrong 

 
The labels for this issue of BOCK in the USA come from the John Eichler Brewing Company of New York, 
New York, the Standard Brewing Co. of Cleveland, Ohio, and the Griesedieck Western Brewery Co. of Illinois 
and Missouri.  These are all look-a-like labels but do in fact have minor differences between them.      
 
According to American Breweries II, the John Eichler Brewing Co. originated in 1862 as Kolb’s Brewery.  The 
John Eichler name first became associated with this business in 1865 and continued to 1947 with a hiatus during 
prohibition (1920-1933).  From 1947 to 1961, the brewery was known as Liebmann Breweries, Inc. 
 

    
 
 
Upon first glance at these 12 oz. labels, they both appear to have the same design and are the same physical 
size.  However, there are some minor differences.  The older of the labels dates to the ca. 1933-1936 time period 
given the U permit number is present along the top left.  At the bottom right corner in white print in the red 
border is © 1934.  This label also has an arching SINCE 1862 statement near the tail of the goat.  The newer 
label has the IRTP statement along the top edge and a straight SINCE 1862 statement in the same location.  
There is no copyright date in the red border of this label.  In the New York label book by Bob Kay, the IRTP 
label is shown but the older U permit label is not.  He assigns an availability rating of this label as “less 
common” and equates that to a $5-$25 value. 
 
Moving west, the Standard Brewing Co. labels also look to be the same, but are quite different upon closer 
inspection.  The Standard Brewing Co. of Cleveland, Ohio was located at 137/143 Train & Clark Aves in 1905.  
It remained open until 1923 when it was closed for prohibition.  The business reopened in 1933 as the Standard 
Food Products Co., Inc., with the name reverting back to the Standard Brewing Co., Inc. later in 1933.  In 1961, 
the brewery was operating under the Schaefer Brewing Co. of Ohio, Inc. and was a branch of the F. & M. 
Schaefer Brewing Co. of New York until 1964.  The business then became a branch of the C. Schmidt & Sons, 
Inc. brewery of Philadelphia, PA from 1964-1971.  Other names used during the Schmidt years include the 
Duquesne Brewing Co., the Erie Brewery, Pilsner Brewing Co., and Rheingold Brewery. 
 



   
 

These Standard Bock labels are of a stock label design, number 600, meaning this was a pre printed label and 
any brewery name and other required information could be added to the rectangular white box at the bottom of 
the label.  Both 12 oz. labels are nearly identical in physical size.  The older U permit label on the left has the 
contents and permit number printed in the gold near the goat’s neck.  The fine print also has the IRTP statement 
as well as the alcoholic content statement “The alcoholic content of this package is in excess of 3.2 percentum 
but not more than 6 percentum of alcohol by weight” above the brewery information. 
 
There are some changes in location of the for the IRTP and contents statements on the more recent label shown 
on the right.  The IRTP statement now resides in the red area between the goat’s horns and the contents 
statement is now above the brewery information.  The fine print says “The alcoholic content of this package is 
in excess of 3.2 percentum by weight, but nor more than 7 percentum of alcohol by weight.”  In Bob Kay’s 
Ohio label book, the older U permit label is shown and he assigned the availability rating of “elusive” with a 
$25-$75 value range.  The IRTP label above is not shown in the Ohio book.   
 
The last pair of look-a-like labels originate from the Griesedieck Western Brewery.  This brewery had a branch 
in Belleville, IL and St. Louis, MO.  The Belleville operation began in 1851 and had several owners/names 
prior to prohibition.  Upon reopening in 1933, the Griesedieck Western Brewery name was used for the next 20 
years until 1954.  From 1954-1988, the business had several names including Carling Brewing Co. aka Stag 
Brewery (1954-1975), Carling National Breweries, Inc., and G. Heileman Brewing Co. (1979-1988). 
 
The Griesedieck Western Brewery in St. Louis had its beginnings in 1862.  It too had several different owners 
and name changes during pre prohibition days.  It reopened in 1933 as the Hyde Park Breweries Association, 
Inc. and remained operating under this name until 1948.  At that time, the business changed names to the 
Griesedieck Western Brewery (1948-1954) and was a branch of the Belleville, IL brewery.  Carling Brewing 
operated the brewery from 1954-1957. 
 

   
 

Both of these Stag Bock labels are for 12 oz bottles and are the same physical size of 3.5” square.  The design is 
exactly the same except for the brewery location in the fine print at the bottom center of each label.  These 
labels date to the early 1950s as neither of them have the IRTP statement. 



So a little school in 
Indianapolis, Butler University (made famous by its prominence in the movie “Hoosiers”) found itself in the Elite 8 round 
of the NCAA Championships this past Saturday night… they would move on to contest #1 seed Syracuse for a trip to the 
Final 4!  One problem… I had Syracuse to win the Championship in my March Madness bracket pool!  A hometown win 
would dash my chances at winning the $750 pot (hmmmm, I could use that to buy a cherry can from Pope, I thought to 
my self!)  I fell on my sword and rooted for the Bulldogs all the way!  To ease my pain I set off to the Man Cave for a 
good ole Bock down! 

It had just so happened I stumbled into a neat deli downtown the day before, and much to my delight the place had a 
sweet selection of single beers in the basement Beer/Wine cellar.  I recalled Romine’s desperate plea for material and 
my plan came together – pick out some bock’s for this weekends NCAA game viewing…  so I liberated 3 random bottled 
bock beers and sanctioned them for a BOCK DOWN! 

The 3 challengers were:  Stegmaier Brewhouse Bock from Lions Brewing in Wilkes-Bar PA, Pandora’s Bock from 
Breckenridge Brewing and a skeptical WHITE bock beer from Sierra Nevada , with a sissy little name “Glissade” 
(pronounced “Gli-sah-day”, as the counter man corrected me) …  I’ve been fanatical about Porters and Stouts and had to 
sample this “Clay County Coffee Stout” from Bee Brewing Brazil, Indiana…  the caps are off! The Bock Down Begins! 

 



I’ll just say the Coffee Stout was spectacular – great flavor, nice all the way down. 

First up, the Stegmaier Brewhouse Bock.  This was remarkable.  Great creamy rich flavor… all the flavors you want to 
taste in a bock, nutty, smooth, more sweet than bitter… I wanted another after that… my favorite of the 3… and the 
winner of the Bock Down right out of the gate!   

 

Next up, Pandora’s Bock!  I really wanted to love this, but I 
only liked it.  I thought it had a harsh bite to it on the front 
end… but a good flavor on the back end… hints of cassis, 
charcoal, shoe leather and wet cardboard… 

 
 
Last of the bocks was the WHITE Bock “Glissade”)…  this one teased  my gag reflexes upon first swig…  I didn’t get this 
one, not very bocky, tasted more like a heavy white Belgian to me…  slight citrus flavor – Don’t fruit the BOCK! 

 
Well BUTLER BEAT SYRACUSE that night and they are headed to play Kansas St in the ELITE 8 IN SALT LAKE CITY and 
STEGMAIER WINS THE BOCK DOWN!   A great night!  
 
EDITORS NOTES: Well, we all know how this ended up. Butler beat Kansas St. in the Elite 8, and then Michigan St. in the 
Final 4 in a pair of close shootouts, then faced down Duke (who beat my beloved WV Mountaineers in the other Final 4 
game) in the Final, and lost on the last shot TWICE.  
Chip, Thanks for this article! 
 Hey, Bocksters! See how easy it is? 



 
Some more items from recent ebay auctions for your enjoyment 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

e bock  from Joe Pac  

KRUEGER BOCK BEER OPENING INSTRUCTIONAL FLAT TOP   
EARLY 1937 - EXTREMELY RARE - PATENTS PENDING - NEWARK 

Extremely rare and attractive, clean condition, all-original, bottom 
opened, early 1937:  KRUEGER BOCK BEER "INTERNAL REVENUE TAX 

PAID" 12OZ. "KEGLINED / PATENTS PENDING / OPENING 
INSTRUCTIONAL" FLAT TOP CAN; "G. Krueger Brewing Co. Newark, 
N.J. Made In U.S.A.". Outstanding, very early classic has retained 

it's original, bright shiny brilliant color and is in very nice overall 
condition, showing some tiny to small sized scattered spots, with a 
larger concentration of spotting on the left side of the goat head. 

Otherwise, can has a very clean, smooth shiny surface, with a 
dynamic "eye-catching" appearance; featuring unbelievably 
strong, vibrant color. This can is absolutely striking, and is can 
number 486 within the "United States Beer Cans With Opening 

Instructions Book". An unusually high quality example of this super 
rare O.I. BOCK can.  Winner bid $7,100.00 

  

 



 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

"RARE" FULL! NATIONAL BOHEMIAN 
BOCK BEER BOTTLE 1953? 

Top label has 2 minor hair line tears & a 
couple marks on the first half of the word 
NATIONAL.  The bottom label has 2 small 

tears & 2 spots with minor label missing.  Also, 
the word NATIONAL has a few marks & some 
light fading. There are no chips are cracks.  
The cap has minor fading & all words are 

100% legible 
Winning bid took $66.00 

 

See ya next 
time Joe 
Pac #50 
 

TIVOLI BOCK DENVER BEER LABEL 
12 oz. label is in fair condition with some loss 

on lower right hand corner.  It appears to 
have been taken off a bottle due to glue 

residue on back.  100% original label. $87.00 
was winning bid. 

  
 

 

 



YES FOLKS the Merry Bocksters have created another T-Shirt, this one to celebrate the 
75th Anniversary of the Beer Can, and to highlight the prowess of our Artists In 
Residence, Andy Galamba and Mike Pope. They are the creative minds behind this 
design, and it sure was a big hit at the Blue/Gray show, where we sold almost everything 
we had produced! 
WE HAVE two XL, two 2XL, two 3XL, all short sleeved, and one long sleeved XL left. 
When those are gone, this design is in the history books! All shirts are $15, and that 
includes shipping. Don’t get left out! Be sure to have a 75th Anniversary shirt to wear to 
Canvention this year. You can get yours by sending a check made out to Merry Bocksters 
to Jim Romine 1316 Gormly Circle Sanford NC 27330. GET ‘EM WHILE YOU CAN! 

 
   
  



 
 

HELLO OUT THERE! Yes, folks, we really got hammered at the Blue Gray 
Show this year. Out of the fog of continuous libations came the idea of creating a contest. 
But, not just any ol’ contest! No siree! We got’s to have a Bocksters Boxers Contest! 

ACTUALLY, the germ of the idea was incubated a few months earlier, when 
Bockster Davey Launt sent Your Humble Editor a pair of Leinenkugel Bock boxer shorts. 
We got on the phone, and with the help of the Universal Lubricant/Intoxicant/Motivator, 
also known as beer, we hatched the plan for this contest. 

SO, HERE’S WHAT YOU DO. Take the page with the Bocksters Bottoms in the 
Boxers, and match them with the faces on the opposite page. Fill in the blanks, and send 
in your entry to Your Humble Editor. You can do this one of two ways. You can either 
print off the entry page, fill it out, and mail it to Jim Romine, 1316 Gormly Circle, 
Sanford NC 27330, or you can just email me a list of your guesses, numbered #1 through 
#16, by email at jromine@windstream.net.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOW DON’T FORGET. We have a twist in the mix. We have a photo of a 

MYSTERY BOCKSTER. You must try to ID him, as well, and tell me which set of 
Boxers are his. This is the tie breaker. It’s also a testament to my photographic skills 
when I’m loaded up with good Bock Beer! 

ENTRIES must be received by July 1. The winner will be announced in the July 
Issue of the GOATZETTE! And, all models are eligible to play! I’m curious if you can 
match up your own package! 

mailto:jromine@windstream.net�


 



 



 
 

It’s Here!!!!! 
  It’s Here!!!!! 
   Yeah!!!!! 
 

 
 
 
Jim Romine 
1316 Gormly Cir 
Sanford, NC 27330 
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